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intervention and told the military to stay out of politics.

under the Interior Ministry controlled by Necmettin

Demirel also clipped Turkes's wings - though some ob

Erbakan of the National Salvation Party. Demirel also

servers feel not enough. He removed the Coordination

formed a subcommittee. composed of members of his

Council for Security Affairs from Turkes and placed it

and Erbakan's party to work find solutions to the unrest.

Karaman I is Moves To Mop Up
Interpol Terrorists In Greece
By ordering the raid and arrest of members of the

bloody riots in Athens during the funeral of the assassi

extensive "August 4th" fascist network last week in

nated former police official Evangelos Mallios. Photo

Athens Greek Prime Minister Constantine Karamanlis

graphs of all members of the organization were seized

has begun to break up Interpol's terrorist apparatus

during the raid and will be given to the victims terrorized,

within his country. In going after the terrorists.
,Karamanlis is finally exacting revenge on the same

by the group for identification. The attorneys also confi

Rockefeller-run network of Nazi sympathizers who were

propagandistic material found in the offices. '

scated a significant number of bombs, explosives, and

used against his government in the 1950s. Since World

Significantly. the agent-infested security police re

War II. this network of fasCists - who helped coordinate

fused to take part in the raid and arrests. Following the

the overthrow of the George Papandreou 'government in

raid. several "August 4" members have been indicted on

the 1960s - enjoyed special CIA protection and remained

various charges, while the Greek press reports that the

out of range of police actions.

Athens district attorney's office has gathered important

Karamanlis' action coincides with similar crackdowns
by Italian Prime Minister Guilio Andreotti and Cypriot

information to be used for the prosecution of all fascist
groups.

President Makarios and is designed to thwart plans by
Interpol to unleash the "Die Spinne" groups against anti

Karamanlis' preemptive strike against the Die Spinne

Wall Street political forces in Europe and the Third

apparatus was made with the backing of Great Britain,

World.

with whom Karamanlis maintains close ties. As one of

Last week. under direct orders from Karamanlis and

Europe's driving forces against the continuation of dollar

the Greek Attorney General. the offices of "August 4th"

hegemony.

were unexpectedly raided by two Athens district attor

Karamanlis. who, pressured by the deteriorating Greek

neys, who subsequently exposed the connections of the

economy,

organization with other terrorist gangs, as well as with

toward closer collaboration with the Socialist bloc.
Western Europe and the Arab states. as well as toward

active and retired army and police officers. The attor
neys revealed 'that the group is composed of 1000 mem
bers who are organized in "hit squads" which, among
other operations, were involved in last December's
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Britain

is

is making

lending
tentative

critical
but

support

for

significant steps

facilitating a Cyprus settlement. Karamanlis has
received full backing from the Greek Communist Party
'
;
to "dism antle the invisible government. '
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